
Coal Resources in British Columbia: 
 Opportunities, Logistics and Infrastructure
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for information about investing in British columbia’s mineral resources, 

please visit: www.empr.gov.bc.ca/macr/investors/pages/default.aspx  
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introduction

British Columbia is Canada’s largest exporter of coal and the second highest 
seaborne exporter of metallurgical coal globally, boasting a provincial resource of 
13 billion tonnes. the province’s resources of thermal coal follow closely behind 
at 10 billion tonnes. British Columbia provides high quality metallurgical coal for 
the manufacture of steel. British Columbia’s thermal coal is used for  electricity 
generation, cement manufacture and industrial process heating. British Columbia 
continues to offer extensive opportunities for the further development of coal 
resources throughout the province. With an increasing global demand for coal, 
British Columbia’s coal resources are a significant opportunity for investment.

In 2008 in British Columbia, there were 9 operating coal mines, 1 coal mine
development, and 7 coal projects in the permitting/environmental assessment 
process. annual provincial coal production totalled 26 million tonnes worth 
approximately $3 billion Canadian in 2008. production has ranged from 23 to 
27 million tonnes annually for the last decade. there is a complete range of 
coal types with significant resources found in the province ranging from lignite 
through bituminous to anthracite coals. northern B.C. has one of the largest 
undeveloped anthracite resources in the world. 

British Columbia’s coal resources have strong linkages to asian markets. In 2008, 
59 per cent of B.C.’s coal exports were destined for steel production in asia. other 
destinations for B.C.’s coal exports included europe, south america and the u.s.a. 
It can truly be said that B.C.’s coal is in demand throughout the world. 

as well, the linkages between asia and B.C. include investment by asian companies 
in B.C.’s coal mines and projects under development with recent investments from 
China, Japan and Korea. B.C. has quality coal resources to supply world markets 
for many years to come.

British Columbia, Canada’s gateway to the pacific, 
has an ideal geographic location for supplying the 
pacific rim markets with coal products. In addition, the 
province enjoys access to an ample supply of low-cost 
power, a high-quality road and rail network, and major deep 
water seaports that facilitate the transportation and exporting 
of coal products. With substantial undeveloped resources and 
an extensive infrastructure in place to support development 
and transport of coal resources, B.C. is well-positioned to 
continue its strong position in world coal markets.

see British Columbia mining and minerals 2009: 
opportunities to explore for additional information 
about investing in British Columbia’s mineral resources. 
www.empr.gov.bc.ca/maCr/investors/pages/default.aspx   
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canadian dehua international mines group 3

first coal corporation 5

fortune minerals limited 8

unicorn international mines group incorporated 11

the government of British Columbia provides these profiles for information 
only and is not responsible for the content or reliability of the material and does 
not endorse the content, products, services or views expressed within them.
Companies have voluntarily provided the information for their profiles.

   profiles of selected 
           B.c. coal companies
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contact person naishun liu, president

contact information 1411– 409 granville street
vancouver, British Columbia
Canada, v6C 1t2

t: 604 697 0118 
f: 604 697 0113
e:  info@dehua.ca
W: www.dehua.ca

symbol private company

current status exploration and feasibility study

seeking    venture Capital

   partners

  market sales

  purchaser

project
· stage in mining process
· estimated resources

murray river project
the property area is approximately 160 sq km in ne B.C. and the 2009 
exploration program further strengthened the coal resources with over 
1.5 billion tons (nine coal seams) of primarily coking coal within only the 
proposed 40 sq km exploratory area.

Geoscience Grassroots
Exploration Discovery Development Production Reclamation

     
   murray river project

overview of canadian dehua international mines group inc.
Canadian dehua International mines group Inc. is a mining company engaged in coal investment and development 
since incorporated in 2004. the objective of the company is to develop the owned coal properties into coal mines, 
and then expand the production year by year, with the intention of supplying over 5 million tons of coal products 
annually to the world coal market. 

murray river project 
murray river property is located at 5 km southwest of tumbler ridge, B.C. and within the peace river Coalfield, in an 
area well known for producing metallurgical grade (hard coking) coal from mainly surface mining operation. Based on 
2009 exploration program, it is expected to produce high quality coking coal with low ash and sulphur, high heating 
value, and easy to wash.

canadian dehua international mines group         
www.dehua.ca

coal, metallurgical
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coal, metallurgical

first coal corporation               
www.firstcoal.com

contact person douglas h. smith, p. eng., president and Ceo

contact information 2010 – 1075 georgia street West
vancouver, British Columbia
Canada, v6e 3C9

t: 604 605 8811
f: 604 605 8822
e: dsmith@firstcoal.com
W: www.firstcoal.com

symbol privately owned and widely held.

current status first Coal is a development stage coal mining company advancing a coal 
resource estimated at 1.6 billion tonnes1 of primarily metallurgical coal. first 
Coal is expecting to begin production in 20132, using low-cost, technologically-
advanced mining techniques. the deposit in northeastern British Columbia is 
adjacent to rail lines providing ready access to a deep water port.

seeking    venture Capital

   partners

   market sales

   purchaser

project(s)
· stage in mining process
· estimated resources

central south:
•	 development property with an estimated 983 million tonnes of primarily  
 metallurgical coal
•	 production initially of 1 million tpa planned to start in 2013
•	 low-cost mining technique to be employed
•	 ready access to rail and port facilities

Geoscience Grassroots
Exploration Discovery Development Production Reclamation

     
   central south

1  historic resource not a nI 43-101 compliant estimate
2  subject to financing and permitting
3  Includes measured, Indicated, Inferred and speculative resources

overview of first coal corporation 
first Coal Corporation is a private Canadian coal company with its head office located in vancouver, B.C. and 
project office in Chetwynd, B.C. the Company has 200 shareholders and 60.9 million shares outstanding on a 
fully-diluted basis. since the Company’s inception in december 2004, over Cad $63.3 million has been raised. first 
Coal operates solely in British Columbia, a jurisdiction that encourages mine development. the coal properties are 
located in the peace river Coalfield in northeastern British Columbia, and are adjacent to an underutilized main rail 
line that runs 1,000 km to ridley terminals, at the deep water port at prince rupert.
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first Coal has over 90,000 hectares of property under license or under application for license, in this region. the 
Company has assembled a management and operations team with extensive experience in bringing mining 
projects to production. due to the complex geology, and narrow, steeply dipping seams, hybrid mining techniques 
will be employed to maximize production. the mining method will be to build trenches to create a highwall and 
expose the coal seams which will then be extracted using customized highwall mining equipment. this will put 
first Coal in a position to be a world leader in mining these coal seams in a safe, cost-effective manner.

first Coal has concentrated its exploration activities at the Central south property with an extensive drill program.  
the Company has received the amendment to its exploration permit and is in the process of extracting a bulk 
sample. first Coal will be starting an environmental assessment process in early 2010 and expects to continue 
its exploration programme on the Central south property in late 2010. an exploration programme is also being 
prepared for the south Cirque property which shows promise of additional, high quality metallurgical coal.

first coal’s properties
• largest land holding in northeastern B.C.  
 with over 90 thousand hectares under  
 tenure licenses or under application 
 for license.
• the resource is contained in an area of  
 complex geology characterized by narrow,  
 steeply dipping coal seams.
• 1.6 billion tonnes4 of historic resources,  
 primarily metallurgical coal.
• properties adjacent to rail line and 1,000 kms  
 from deep water port.
• a strong, technically capable management  
 team in place with extensive resource   
 sector experience to bring projects into  
 production.

first coal’s project
central south
• 2007 nI 43-101 technical report for all of Central south property (4,474 ha) indicated 97.9 million tonnes 
    (see chart below).
• 2009 nI 43-101 technical report for 27.0 per cent of the area of Central south property indicated 81.0 million  
 tonnes (see chart below).

year
model area 

(km2) 
relative to 2007 

(%)
total resource 

(mt) *
relative to 2007 

(%)

2007 31.09 100 97.9 100

2009 8.47 27.0 81.0 83

4  historic resource not a nI 43-101 compliant estimate
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mining method
first Coal is using a combination of trench mining and the remotely-operated, underground addCar any dip 
highwall mining system which has been modified to meet the needs of first Coal.

trenches enable access to coal seams and the addCar system extracts coal from the exposed, narrow, steeply 
dipping seams.

Benefits:
• first time this mining method will be used anywhere in the world.
•	 significantly reduces the environmental footprint as compared to conventional open pit mining.
•	 enables reclamation to be undertaken as mining proceeds throughout the mine’s life.
•	 addCar system minimizes strip ratio and is safe, efficient and cost effective.
•	 Initial production of 1 mtpa planned to commence in 20135  on the Central south property with potential   
 production of 1.5 mtpa.
•	 additional production expected to be from the south Cirque property commencing in 2016 to enable total   
 mine production of 3 mtpa.

first coal’s representatives
douglas h. smith, p. eng., president and Ceo
• 33 years in coal industry in Canada and the united states
• Includes 12 years president and director andaleX resources Inc.

W. peter stokes, p. eng., Chief operating officer
• 45 years in coal and hard rock mining
• extensive experience with Kaiser resources, Westmin resources ltd.

W. alan ahlgren, Ca, Chief financial officer
• 25 years in finance and accounting in private and public companies
• senior roles with Kinross gold, greater toronto airports authority

 5  subject to permitting and financing



fortune minerals limited              
www. fortuneminerals.com
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contact person robin e. goad, m.sc., p.geo., president and C.e.o.

contact information 148 fullarton street, suite 1902
london, ontario
Canada, n6a 5p2

t: 519 858 8188 
f: 519 858 8155
e: rgoad@fortuneminerals.com
W: www.fortuneminerals.com

symbol tsX: ft

current status developing two deposits in British Columbia and the northwest territories

seeking    venture Capital

   partners

   market sales

   purchaser

project(s)
· stage in mining process
· estimated resources

mount Klappan anthracite coal project in northwest British columbia
Bankable feasibility study completed august 2008, test mining, processing and 
trial cargos completed, permitting in progress for production targeted in 2012. 
resources 2.8 billion tonnes in 4 deposit areas, reserves 102 million tonnes in 
lost fox deposit.

nico cobalt-gold-Bismuth-copper project in northwest territories 
Bankable feasibility study completed in January 2007, updated in 2008, test 
mining completed, pilot plant, acquisition of hemlo mill to be relocated to the 
nICo site and permitting is in progress. reserves 22 million tonnes, resource 57 
million tonnes.

Geoscience Grassroots
Exploration Discovery Development Production Reclamation

     
   mount Klappan anthracite coal project 
nico cobalt-gold-Bismuth-copper project

overview of fortune minerals limited
fortune minerals limited is a diversified natural resource company with several mineral deposits and a number 
of exploration projects in Canada. the Company is currently focused on the development of its two major assets, 
the mount Klappan anthracite coal project in northwest British Columbia and the nICo cobalt-gold-bismuth-
copper deposit in the northwest territories. Both of these projects have been assessed in positive, comprehensive 
bankable feasibility studies, they have both been test mined and subjected to pilot plant processing and both 
projects are in the environmental assessment process to develop mines targeting commercial production in 
2011. fortune minerals also owns a small 9 million tonne copper-silver deposit located near its proposed nICo 
development, which will provide a future source of incremental mill feed.

coal, anthracite
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mount Klappan anthracite coal 
project
fortune’s mount Klappan coal project 
in northwest British Columbia contains 
one of the world’s largest undeveloped 
resources of anthracite coal. the four 
resource areas at mount Klappan – lost 
fox, hobbit-Broatch, sumitt and nass – 
contain resources totalling 107.9 million 
tonnes (measured), 123 million tonnes 
(Indicated), and 2.572 billion tonnes 
(Inferred and speculative). a 2008 
Bankable feasibility study (Bfs) of the
lost fox deposit (an estimated 3.5% of the 
project resource) indicated very attractive 
rates of return for the development under 
a variety of production and coal price 
scenarios. the Bfs was conducted by 
marston and marston Inc. and verified 
the economics of 102 million tonnes of 
run-of-mine coal reserves, producing 60 
million product tonnes of high quality 
ultra-low volatile pCI coal for the overseas 
steel industry. the study assessed the 
production of 3 million tonnes of coal per 
year with truck haulage of products to the 
port of stewart. the study shows an Irr of 
40.9% and 8% discounted npv of $1,280 
million. the study also examined a number 
of opportunities to enhance project 
economics and/or allow for an expanded project. these included: 1) extension of the dease lake rail line along the 
partially completed subgrade 150km to Klappan for rail haulage of product to the ridley Coal terminal at the port 
of prince rupert; 2) extension of the BC electrical grid to Klappan; 3) lease purchase of major equipment; and 4) 
construction of a buried slurry pipeline to transport coal products from mount Klappan to stewart or prince rupert. 
fortune is proceeding with an environmental assessment of the project and mine permitting.

nico cobalt-gold-Bismuth-copper deposit, northwest territories
fortune has completed a Bankable feasibility study (Bfs) on its wholly-owned nICo gold-cobalt-bismuth-copper 
project, which lies 160km northwest of Yellowknife, nWt. this is a significant near-surface deposit containing an 
estimated 760,000 ounces of gold, 61 million pounds of cobalt and 77 million pounds of
bismuth (making it one of the largest ‘Bi’ deposits in the world). the study, which was led by micon International 
limited and met-Chem Canada Inc., was based on the assessment of a combined open pit and underground mine 
processing 4,000 tonnes (t) of ore per day in a plant constructed at the site to produce gold doré, cobalt cathode 
and a high-grade bismuth concentrate. (after completion of the feasibility study, fortune completed test work that 
shows it can now produce bismuth cathode). the feasibility study issued in January 2007 was updated in may 2008 
using conservative metal price assumptions.
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highlights of the study
• proven and probable reserves of 21.8 million tonnes, 
 sufficient for a minimum 15- year mine life;
• Capital costs of C$215.2 million;
• annual metal production of:
	 • gold: averages 70,000 oz in first 2 years; 24,000 oz    
 in years 3-15;
	 • Cobalt: 3.46 million lbs as 99.8% cobalt cathode;
	 • Bismuth: 3.59 million lbs in concentrate (now 99.5%    
 cathode);
• In-situ reserves of 4 million equivalent oz of gold;
• economic results using base case metal price 
 assumptions:
	 • pre-tax Internal rate of return (Irr) of 32.7%;
	 • 8% discounted net present value (npv) of C$361 million;
	 • average production cash costs of us$1.41/lb for 
  cobalt (net of by-product credits) or us$249/oz of    
 equivalent gold ounces;
• already completed significant underground 
 development and pilot plant testing;
• golden giant mine (hemlo) processing facility purchased  
 and being dismantled for relocation to nICo.

fortune minerals’ Board of directors and management team 
directors 
george doumet, msc, mBa, Chairman
 engineer – president of federal White Cement ltd. and control of other industrial companies
robin goad, msc, pgeo, president and Ceo
 geologist with over 28 years of experience in mining and exploration industries
david Knight, Ba, llB, secretary
 partner with macleod dixon llp, Barristers and solicitors – securities and mining lawyer
James currie, B.sc. (hons.)
 mining engineer – vp operations of new gold Inc. – 28 years of mining experience
James excell, Basc
 metallurgist – former senior executive with Bhp Billiton and north american palladium 
William Breukelman, Basc, mBa, peng
 engineer – Chairman gedex former Chair of ImaX Corporation 
mahendra naik, B.Comm., C.a.
 Cfo fundeco – founding director of Iamgold Corporation
carl clouter, Commercial pilot with 35 years of prospecting experience in Canada

management team
Julian Kemp, BBa, Ca, vp finance and Cfo 
thomas rinaldi, Bsc (mining engineering) vp operations
michael samuels, B.eng, director technical services
richard schryer, phd, director environment & regulatory affairs
James mucklow, mesc, p.eng, manager environment & Community relations
pat maloney, manager human resources
adam Jean, Comptroller
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contact person larry li, vice-president and Chief engineer

contact information 920-700 West pender street
vancouver, British Columbia
Canada, B.C. v6C 1g8

t: 604 879 6526 
f: 604 879 6580 
e: larry.li@theunicorn.ca 
W: www.theunicorn.ca

symbol private mining company

current status Coal project developing

seeking    venture Capital

   partners

   market sales

  purchaser

project(s)
· stage in mining process
· estimated resources

project 1: hasler coal project
further exploration stage, more than 100 mt of the inferred metallurgical 
coal resources in place. 

project 2: under exploring
Inspecting exploration and feasibility study stage. 300 mt of the demonstrated 
resources for metallurgical uses.

unicorn international mines group inc. 
www.theunicorn.ca

overview of unicorn international mines group inc. 
unicorn International mines group Inc. is a junior private Canadian exploration and mining company, with 
experience in coal development and coal international trade. the company is engaged in metallurgical and 
thermal coals exploration and development, and selling the coal to the global market.

haslar coal project
south hasler Coal project is 
located in northeast B.C., 
60 km southwest of Chetwynd, 
17 km down off highway 97 
and Cn railway. traffic conditions 
and capacities of the project 
are advantageous.  
 

coal, metallurgical and thermal

Geoscience Grassroots
Exploration Discovery Development Production Reclamation

   project 1
south haslar

   project 2  
under exploring
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Coal quality and properties are 
expected as ultra-lower ash 
lvpCI and coking coal, based 
on the first exploration around the 
boundaries. proximately, 
there is 100 mt of the inferred 
resources in situ.   

unicorn's representatives
patrick liu, Chairman of the Board 
patrick liu is an entrepreneur and a founder of Carnival International trading ltd, with more than twenty years 
of experience of investment and trade in north america. the business of all the companies owned by him covers 
such countries and regions as america, asia, africa and australia.

taylor Wu, president and Chief executive officer
taylor Wu obtained a ph.d. in engineering from Japan tohoku university. for many years he was engaged in 
investment and development of mining and energy projects in Canada, being a researcher at the national 
research Council Canada. he was the general manager at Canadian dehua International mines group from 
february 2004 to september 2007.

larry li, vice-president and Chief engineer
larry li has been working in mining over 27 years, with experience in coal projects involving engineering 
consulting, design, authorization, project construction and management, due diligence and operation supervision, 
spanning mining, processing and clean coal technology, being a manager for gething Coal project since february 
2005 to march 2008.  
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rail

strong and reliable logistic partnerships exist 
throughout the province to move coal from B.C. 
mines to international markets. British Columbia’s 
extensive rail network is a key component  in the 
province’s thriving coal industry.  

 two main railway companies transport B.C. coal 
 to the ports on the coast: Canadian national   
 (Cn) and Canadian pacific railways (Cpr).    
 Cn focuses on northern B.C. and brings most 
 of the coal from this region to ridley terminals Inc. 
 (port of prince rupert). Cpr works in southern B.C. 
 and mainly transports coal to Westshore and neptune    
 terminals (port metro vancouver). 

 In order to connect to the main rails, mining 
 companies establish “spur lines” and unloading facilities. 
 this infrastructure is often created in collaboration    
 with the mining companies and railway lines. for instance, spur   
 lines may be purchased by the mining companies but will be managed   
 by the railway companies. Cargo trains are owned by the railways and are   
 made available to the mining companies. Cn and Cpr indicate that coal is   
 transported from mine to port in B.C. within  three days (see chart, below). 

 Cpr services coal mines located in south-eastern British Columbia, transporting   
 the majority of coal to port metro vancouver for export. some of the coal   
 is transported east by Cpr for consumption by steel mills in the great lakes   
 region. Cpr owns 1900 high-capacity aluminum coal railcars, resulting in a   
 17% increase in capacity per train over conventional steel coal cars.

 Cn transports coal from mine to port in B.C. in unit trains (90 cars or more).   
 the fleet of rotary gondola railcars transport coal efficiently with heavy-  
 duty cars that are designed for unit trains with capacity of 107 metric   
 tonnes. the loading or unloading is completed in minutes without being   
 uncoupled. Cn can offer a complete transportation solution thanks to its   
 high-capacity 286,000 pound weight limit rail line and connections to   
 three key coal terminals on Canada’s west coast.

loaded train cycles from coal mine to port 

British Columbia to ridley terminal, prince rupert 45 hours

British Columbia to port metro vancouver 70 hours

source: Canadian national (www.cn.ca)

Port of Prince Rupert
(Ridley Terminals)

Port Metro Vancouver
(Neptune and Westshore Terminals)
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port

as well as British Columbia’s extensive railway infrastructure, the province’s 
port facilities play a key role in ensuring the coal business in British Columbia 
continues to succeed.  

 British Columbia ports are the closest port of entry on the west coast of   
 north america to asia, offering shipping companies up to 58 hours of   
 reduced sailing time when compared to other north american ports and   
 saving approximately 1800 tonnes of carbon dioxide one-way. 

 shipping times in number of days from B.C.’s two main ports to major   
 destinations in asia are as follows:

Osaka
Kobe

Nagoya
Tokyo

YokohamaPusan
Shanghai

Beijing

Hong Kong

Xiamen

Incheon

Zhanjiang

BRITISH 
COLUMBIA

Vancouver

Prince Rupert

Dalian

Guangzhou

Tianjin

Visakhapatnam
Mumbai

Chennai

Kolkata

Korea Incheon pusan

prInCe rupert 9.08 11.7

vanCouver 10.5 12.8

shipping days calculated at vessel speed of 15 knots

ChIna dalian guangzhou hong Kong shanghai tianjin Xiamen Zhanjiang

prInCe rupert 13.1 15.0 14.8 13.0 13.5 14.0 15.5

vanCouver 14.3 16.3 15.9 14.1 14.4 15.3 16.6

Japan Kobe nagoya osaka tokyo Yokohama

prInCe rupert 11.4 11.0 11.4 10.7 10.6

vanCouver 10.5 12.8 9.5 10.5 12.8

IndIa Chennai Kolkata mumbai visakhapatnam

prInCe rupert 22.9 23.1 25.3 22.4

vanCouver 24.1 24.3 26.4 24.0

 the main B.C. coal terminals are ridley, located at the port of prince rupert,   
 and neptune and Westshore located at port metro vancouver. In addition   
 to these two main ports, there are over 18 other deep-water ports in British   
 Columbia that have facilities for bulk commodity shipments. 

 approximately 90% of Canada’s coal exports were shipped through    
 terminals in British Columbia in 2007. 
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port of prince rupert

 the port of prince rupert is considered north america’s northwest gateway. 
 It is the closest port to some major destinations in asia by up to three days 
 of sailing time compared to any other west coast port in north america. 
 due to this proximity, the port of prince rupert allows shippers to make   
 approximately one extra round-trip voyage per year. 

 the port of prince rupert is strategically located to handle excess capacity   
 on one of the world's busiest shipping corridors. With expansion plans in the  
 near future, the port of prince rupert is primed to become a facility of choice.  
 It offers year-round service, an ice-free harbour and no congestion. 

 the port of prince rupert is considered the safest west coast port in terms   
 of navigational risk factors. It is the closest port to open ocean, minimizing   
 pilotage time in Canadian waters and reducing overall costs. It is the   
 deepest natural harbour in north america.  

 the port of prince rupert’s transit time advantage has a huge impact   
 on the bottom line for exporters: vessels travel fewer miles and are docked   
 and unloaded earlier for faster turnaround when compared to other north   
 american ports. Cn’s congestion-free main tail line is located on-site   
 providing efficient transport of goods to and from the port. 

ridley terminals inc. is the coal loading and unloading terminal at the port of 
prince rupert, moving coal from unit trains onto vessels. It loads metallurgical 
and thermal coal, petroleum coke, iron ore pellets, and has the potential to ship 
other products such as sulphur.

advantages for shippers:
 only export terminal in British Columbia handling petroleum coke 
 able to unload small blocks of cars 
 located at the port closest to asia 

Key features of ridley terminals: 
 fully automated 
 55 hectare terminal 
 loading rate of 9,000 tonnes per hour 
 annual shipping capacity of 24 million tonnes 
 storage capacity of 1.2 million tonnes 
 ready to handle vessels of 350,000 dWt 

ridley terminals inc. 

transload facility: ridley terminals, Inc. 
location: prince rupert, B.C.
railroad service(s): Cn 
other transportation services: vessel 
annual tons: 12 million tons; expandable 
to 24 million tons 
storage capacity: 1.2 million tons 
rotary equipment handling: Yes 
loading capacity: two rail mounted 
stacker/bucket wheel reclaimers have a 
stacking capacity of 7,000 tons per hour 
each, and a combined reclaiming capacity 
of 7,000 tons per hour. 
unloading rate: tandem rotary dumper 
is capable of tipping 65 cars per hour 
without uncoupling - an unloading rate of 
6,000 tons per hour. 

source: www.cn.ca, www.rti.ca
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port metro VancouVer

 on January 1st 2008 the fraser river port authority, north fraser port  
 authority and vancouver port authority combined to become the   
 vancouver fraser port authority (vfpa), now known as port metro   
 vancouver.

 port metro vancouver is Canada’s largest and most diversified port,   
 processing more than $75 billion in goods shipped to more than 130  
 countries annually. 

 port metro vancouver offers excellent infrastructure and world-class  
 facilities, with services and productivity levels to serve shippers in the bulk,  
 container and breakbulk cargo sectors. 

 the world's leading international shipping lines choose the port metro  
 vancouver. With 28 major marine cargo terminals, 67 berths and some  
 of the most extensive on-dock rail facilities of any port on the west coast,  
 the port handles nearly 130 million tonnes of cargo each year. 

 port metro vancouver is connected to every key market in north america.  
 Canadian national (Cn), Canadian pacific railway (Cpr) and Burlington  
 northern santa fe (Bnsf) link with all major u.s. railways, offering   
 transcontinental and double-stack capability to serve key markets   
 throughout Canada, the united states and into mexico. 

 the port has 18 bulk terminals that offer superior material handling of  
 coal, grain, sulphur, potash, liquid bulk chemicals, and specialty grain 
 products. Bulk cargoes account for three-quarters of the port of    
 vancouver's annual throughput, the largest port in north america   
 in terms of foreign export tonnage. Bulk carriers regularly call on   
 the port of vancouver because of the availability of Western Canadian 
 resource commodities available for export. as a result, shippers   
 have an extensive choice of sailing schedules to suit a diverse selection  
 of cargo.

 In response to the dramatic worldwide growth in containerized cargo,  
 the port metro vancouver offers super-post-panamax capacity, increased  
 efficiencies, and three modern container facilities. 

 port metro vancouver is planning to increase container-handling capacity  
 to 4.0 million teus by 2012. 

 port metro vancouver is the first north american port to implement a  
 reservation system for trucking companies to minimize wait times at  
 container terminals, consequently helping to reduce delays and long  
 line-ups at terminal gates. 

neptune Bulk terminals 

location: vancouver, British Columbia 
railroad service(s): Cn; Cp; Bnsf  
other transportation services: vessel 
annual tons: 8 million tons per year 
throughput of coal
storage capacity: 600,000 tons 
rotary equipment handling: Yes 
unloading rate: rail-mounted stacker/
reclaimer at 3,600 tons per hour 
train configuration: Continuous loop-
track system; up to 124 rail cars per train
commodities handled: export 
metallurgical and thermal coal, potash, 
specialty grains, agri-products, bulk 
fertilizers, canola oil. Inbound grains and 
phosphate rock. 
site: 29 hectares (71 acres) plus waterlots
facilities and rail services: 
8 kilometres of continuous loop trackage 
and company owned locomotives to 
handle multiple unit train unloading 
operations 
other information: railcar cleaning 
system allows unloaded rail cars to be 
cleaned inside and switched over to the 
inbound system. neptune Bulk terminals 
features a dedicated coal berth. 

source: www.cn.ca,  
                www.neptuneterminals.com
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port metro VancouVer

 the port is Isps  compliant and offers well-defined security plans   
 including a 24-hour security force, round-the-clock port road   
 surveillance, and a card access program for cargo and container   
 terminals. port metro vancouver is the first port in Canada and one of the  
 first ports in north america to purchase gamma ray scanning technology  
 for use by customs officials to inspect containers. 

 port metro vancouver is well connected to the international business  
 community, with offices in Beijing and Chicago, and an extensive   
 international network of agents throughout Canada and asia.

 the two main terminals of port metro vancouver to handle coal are   
 neptune and Westshore.

source: www.portmetrovancouver.com

neptune Bulk terminals
neptune Bulk terminals is north america's largest multi-product bulk 
terminal. located on the north shore of vancouver's inner harbour, neptune 
is a highly efficient operation providing modern loading and unloading 
services and storage facilities for a variety of bulk commodities. neptune 
offers 37 years of bulk terminal experience, a range of customer services 
including rail and vessel coordination, agency services and available 
terminal capacity. neptune has an annual throughput capability of over 
17 million metric tonnes.

Westshore terminals
Westshore terminals is Canada's leading coal export facility and the largest 
dry bulk terminal on the west coast of the americas. located at roberts 
Bank, 35 km south of vancouver's Burrard Inlet, Westshore celebrated its 
600 millionth tonne of exported coal in november 2008. 

 

Westshore terminals

location: greater vancouver (delta), 
British Columbia 
railroad service(s): Cn; Cpr 
other transportation services: 
vessel 
annual tons: 21 million tons 
storage capacity: 2.5 million tons of 
coal 
rotary equipment handling: Yes 
loading capacity: three stacker/
reclaimers service the stockpile area: s/r 
41 & 42 stack/reclaim 4,500 tons per 
hour/3,500 tph. s/r 43 stack/reclaim 
6,500 tph/4,500 tph. 
unloading rate: Incoming coal is 
unloaded by two rotary dumpers. 
each can handle both the traditional 
Canadian steel coal cars (58 feet 6 
inches) and the u.s. aluminums coal 
cars (53 feet 1 inch). dumper 31 is 
a twin rotary, capable of unloading 
at the rate of 6,500 tons per hour. 
dumper 32 is a single rotary with an 
unloading rate of 4,000 tons per hour. 
train Configuration: on average, six 
unit coal trains up to 125 cars long 
arrive each day. It takes 2-4 hours to 
unload a train depending on use of 
the single or twin rotary dumpers. 
commodities: Coal and coke 
total area: 40 hectares (100 acres) 
equipment and rail services: 
· two loop tracks and two rotary   
  rail car dumpers for u.s. style and    
  Canadian unit trains 
· three stacker/reclaimers 
· extensive high-speed conveyor      
  system 

source: www.cn.ca, westshore.com
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fees

railway
 due to the increasing global demand for coal and the highly volatile freight   
 rates, long term contracts are signed between buyers, mining companies   
 and shipping lines. mining companies usually sign contracts    
 with the railway companies, while the coal buyers are responsible for   
 shipping and therefore establish the terms and conditions of    
 shipment with the embarkation’s owners. the individual contracts are   
 specific to the requests and demands of each party involved, specifying   
 the amount of metric tons of coal per year to be delivered, freight rate,   
 frequency of shipping, etc.

 the cost of carrying coal from mine to port by rail is decided upon in   
 the contract between the mining company and the railway lines, and   
 is consequently confidential. to obtain these figures, the mining company   
 should be contacted directly. however, some industry experts have    
 estimated an average of $25 per metric tonne of coal specifying that this   
 figure may change from one contract to another.

port
 as with railway transport, contracts are signed between buyers, mines and   
 shipping companies to arrange for the transport of coal products from  
 ports to their destinations. these documents are dependant upon the   
 needs of each party. for this reason, rates and prices vary considerably   
 and are unique to every contract. 

 average coal shipments from B.C. ports ranges between 60,000 and 80,000   
 metric tons.

 fees associated with the shipping of coal may include (but are not 
 limited to):
	 Charter rental  
  port fees (pilots, tugs, lines, labour, customs)
	 terminal handling fees
	 harbour dues
	 Berthage fees 
	 Wharfage fees 

Contact the relevant port directly for details.
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ministry of energy, mines and petroleum resources

B.c. mineral development office
300-865 hornby street
vancouver, British Columbia
Canada v6Z 2g3
1 604 660-3332  mining@gov.bc.ca  

investment information   
www.empr.gov.bc.ca/maCr/investors/pages/default.aspx  

ministry contacts

Jay fredericKs
director, B.C. mineral development office
1 604 660-3332    Jay.fredericks@gov.bc.ca

alice yip
director, marketing and Investor relations
1 250 952-0731   alice.Yip@gov.bc.ca

daVe grieVe
Commodity specialist, Coal
1 250 426-1658   dave.grieve@gov.bc.ca

associations

coal association of canada
www.coal.ca

association for mineral eXploration  of British columBia
www.amebc.ca

mining association of British columBia
www.mining.bc.ca

contacts
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